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A phase 2 study of SRT501 (resveratrol) with bortezomib for
patients with relapsed and or refractory multiple myeloma

Resveratrol (a naturally occurring phytoalexin produced by
plants) has described cancer prevention properties and is
potentially responsible for the disease-preventing properties
of red wine (Jang et al, 1997; Baur & Sinclair, 2006). It has
poor water solubility and low bioavailability, hence SRT501
(a micronized oral formulation) was developed and subsequently demonstrated to activate Sirtuin Enzyme 1 (SIRT1)
(Sirtris Pharmaceuticals, Inc, 2009). Over-expression of
SIRT1 inhibited cancer cell growth (Michishita et al, 2005),
reduced cell invasion, and regulated cell cycle and DNA
replication. Resveratrol demonstrated cytotoxicity in multiple
714

myeloma (MM) cell lines and inhibited nuclear factor kappa
B, as well as AKT and Signal transducer and activator of
transcription 3 (Jazirehi & Bonavida, 2004). The combination
of resveratrol and bortezomib achieved synergistic cytotoxicity in vitro (Bhardwaj et al, 2007) providing rational for clinical development.
Twenty four patients (median age 665 years) were
enrolled into this phase 2 clinical trial of SRT501 with or
without bortezomib in MM patients who had relapsed or
were refractory to at least one prior therapy. Inclusion criteria included adequate renal/bone marrow function, and
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Table I. Response rates as per European Group for Blood and Marrow Transplant criteria (Blade et al, 1998) for patients enrolled on study. Both
the protocol-defined modified intention-to-treat (completing the first two cycles of SRT501monotherapy) and an intention-to-treat analysis (all
patients) are shown. Responses are separated according to treatment received.
Protocol-defined modified Intent-to-treat analysis*

Intent-to-treat analysis

Response, n (%)

SRT501 monotherapy† n = 13

SRT501 + bortezomib‡ n = 9

SRT501 + bortezomib‡ n = 24

Overall response rate
Complete response
Partial response
Minor response
Stable disease
Progressive disease

0
0
0
0
9 (69)§
4 (31)

2
0
1
1
3
4

2
0
1
1
3
4

(22)
(11)
(11)
(33)
(44)

(8)
(4)
(4)
(13)
(8)

*Received  2 cycles of SRT501 monotherapy.
†Best response achieved during monotherapy portion; 9 subjects crossed over to SRT501 + Bortezomib.
‡Best response from  Cycle 3 or beyond.
§4/9 SD only received 2 cycles.
Table II. Biochemistry and further investigation parameters for the five patients that developed renal failure. Not all patients had a renal biopsy,
in these cases ultrasound findings are presented and efficacy data.

Patient

Age (years)

Serum creatinine
at trial entry (lmol/l)

Serum creatinine at
SAE (lmol/l)

1
2
3

72
74
48

102
181
114

697
539
618

4

67

122

765

5

76

73

900

Further investigations
Renal biopsy: Acute tubular injury, no casts seen
Renal biopsy: Cast nephropathy
No renal biopsy performed Paraprotein assessments:
Trial entry: 7869 g/l At time of SAE: 92 g/l
Renal ultrasound scan: Echogenic kidneys with loss of differentiation
No renal biopsy performedRenal ultrasound scan: Echogenic kidneys with
loss of differentiation
No renal biopsy performed Κ light chain assessments:
Trial entry: 370 mg/l
At time of SAE: 1482 mg/l

SAE, serious adverse event.

prior bortezomib was permitted irrespective of response.
Patients received 50 g of SRT501 (Sirtris Pharmaceuticals
Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA) following breakfast for 20 d in
a 21-d cycle up to 12 cycles. After two cycles, those with
 stable disease (SD) received two additional cycles, those
with progressive disease (PD) had bortezomib added
(13 mg/m2 on days 1,4,8, and 11). Patients achieving
 SD after four cycles monotherapy continued SRT501
until PD whereupon bortezomib was added. Those with PD
during SRT501 and bortezomib were withdrawn. 40 subjects were planned to result in 30 evaluable patients
(defined as completing the first two cycles of SRT501monotherapy) with an estimated overall response rate (ORR) of
35% according to European Group for Blood and Marrow
Transplant criteria (Blade et al, 1998). Patients had received
a median of 4 (range 1–9) prior therapies, 19 had prior
bortezomib of which 14 had responded. Prior treatment
combinations were: thalidomide (71%), bortezomib (88%),
lenalidomide (58%), autograft (75%), cyclosphosphamide
(38%), melphalan (17%), others (21%). All 24 patients
commenced SRT501 monotherapy, and nine had bortezomib added for PD. Two protocol violations occurred,
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resulting in exclusion from efficacy (but not safety) analysis.
The mean duration on study was 928 d (range 1–351) and
patients received a mean cumulative dose of 336 g SRT501
(range 5–1505 g).
Eleven patients discontinued before first response assessment and, according to study protocol, were not evaluable.
The modified intention-to-treat population (mITT) comprised 13 patients. The median number of cycles was two
(monotherapy) and three additional cycles for SRT501 and
bortezomib. 10 (42%) subjects continued with SRT501
monotherapy beyond cycle 2, and 4 received only SRT501
monotherapy (maximum eight cycles); however none receiving monotherapy achieved  SD. Nine (69%) of 13 evaluable
subjects had SD following a minimum of two cycles, but as
four crossed over to the SRT501 + bortezomib arm, durability could not be assessed. Nine patients received SRT501 and
bortezomib combination, achieving an ORR (  MR) by
mITT of 22% or, by intention-to-treat analysis, an ORR of
8% (Table I). Six of nine patients treated with the combination continued for more than two cycles, up to a maximum
of eight cycles. The median time to progression was
28 months and overall survival was not reached.
715
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The most commonly reported adverse events [AEs,
National Cancer Institute Common Toxicity Criteria v40 (http://
evs.nci.nih.gov/ftp1/CTCAE/CTCAE_403_2010-06-14_QuickRefere
nce_85x11.pdf)] were: nausea (79%), diarrhoea (71%), vomiting
(54%), fatigue (46%) and anaemia (38%). 54% of patients
reported  grade 3 AEs; most commonly 21% haematological
(anaemia and thrombocytopenia), 21% renal failure, 13% nausea
and 13% infections. 50% had a serious AE (SAE) and two deaths
occurred on study (one possibly treatment related; one due to
PD). 15 of 24 patients treated with SRT501 monotherapy were
withdrawn from treatment (10 due to AEs, 1 due to AE leading
to death and 4 following investigator’s decision). All nine patients
receiving SRT501 and bortezomib were withdrawn from study (5
due to AEs, 3 following investigator’s decision and one patient
withdrawal). The predominant study finding was unexpected renal
toxicity, with five SAEs of renal failure leading to early study termination (Table II). Three of these five patients had an elevated
serum creatinine prior to first dose and 4 of the 5 were taking
long-term sodium clodronate. Renal failure occurred within the
first two cycles of SRT501 monotherapy, with a median time
from first dose to renal impairment of 7 d (range 1–37); however
one patient had an increase in creatinine before treatment. All five
patients reported nausea and vomiting prior to hospitalization
and two required temporary haemodialysis. Renal biopsy performed in two patients demonstrated cast and crystal nephropathy
in one, and acute tubular damage without cast nephropathy in
the other. Disease progression occurred in four of the five patients
at the time of renal failure and two patients were discharged for
palliation. Following three cases, a medical review meeting recommended further monitoring and recruitment was stopped following five SAEs.
Two hundred and thirty seven patients in seven studies
had previous SRT501 treatment, predominantly healthy volunteers (n = 92), but also type two diabetes (n = 136) and
mitochondrial encephalomyopathy, lactic acidosis, and
stroke-like episodes (MELAS) syndrome. The phase 2 dose
(50 g) was safely assessed in these studies (Sirtris Pharmaceuticals, Inc, 2009). Furthermore, a Phase 1 study for metastatic colorectal cancer patients (Howells et al, 2011), did not
report nephrotoxicity. As SRT501 is extensively metabolized,
renal failure seemed specific to MM patients. Renal impairment can occur in up to 50% of MM patients (Bird et al,
2011) due to multiple causes, hence all are at risk. Three of
these patients had an elevated serum creatinine at screening,
and rose in another prior to treatment, suggesting pre-exist-
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ing renal damage. Furthermore, four patients demonstrated
progressive myeloma at SAE. Renal failure was not observed
for SRT501 and bortezomib despite low efficacy (14 had
prior bortezomib and five not previously responded).
However disease stabilization by bortezomib may have prevented renal failure whereas low efficacy of SRT501 with
nausea and vomiting may have resulted in disease progression and dehydration, leading to renal failure. This study
demonstrated an unacceptable safety profile and minimal
efficacy in patients with relapsed/refractory MM highlighting
the risks of novel drug development in such populations.
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A procoagulant state and endothelial dysfunction in obese
children

Singh and colleagues recently found tissue factor procoagulant activity to be 78% higher in 21 obese children than in
22 healthy-weight sex and age-matched children (Singh et al,
2012). They also found Factor VII coagulant activity to be
14% higher, and that levels of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) were some 47% higher. They use this data to
conclude that obese children are in a procoagulant state.
Whilst this conclusion is not unreasonable, they have measured 12 laboratory indices in a sample size of only 43 subjects, leading to fears of false positives and false negatives,
pertinent in a study with no clear original hypothesis or
power calculations. I have three observations.
Close attention to the data in Table I reveals that levels of
PAI-1 in the healthy weight group to be mean 256 ng/ml
with a standard deviation of 15 ng/ml. Given that the
mean  two standard deviations includes 95% of data points,
arithmetic demands that some children must have a negative
PAI-1 result – clearly impossible. As this implies that data has
a non-normal distribution, perhaps presentation as median
with interquartile range would obviate this point and, accordingly, analysis by the Mann–Whitney U test would give a
different p value. The same argument applies to the soluble
vascular adhesion molecule 1 (sVCAM1) data, which appears
to have a non-normal distribution (simple rule of thumb
standard deviation >50% of the mean) in the obese children.
Singh et al (2012) also claim, in their abstract and discussion, that there is endothelial dysfunction, presumably based
on the von Willebrand factor (VWF), PAI-1 and sVCAM
data. Inclusion of the VWF data in this setting is curious
because, according to Table I of the report, there is no statistically significant difference between the groups. In addition,
it is well known that that ABO blood group can account for
some 20% of the variance of this molecule (Stormorken &
Erikssen, 1977) and therefore must be adjusted for in small
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studies such as this. It is entirely feasible that differences in
ABO blood group could account for failure to find a
difference in plasma VWF if all the children had the same
ABO status. The use of PAI-1 as a vascular marker must be
tempered by the established fact that levels of this molecule
can arise from many cells, including the platelet (Torr-Brown
& Sobel, 1993), monocytes (Castellote et al, 1990) and
adipocytes (Morange et al, 1999; Eriksson et al, 2000).
Similarly, VCAM1 is widely expressed not only on endothelial
cells, but also on epitheial and dendritic cells (Gearing &
Newman, 1993), macrophages and smooth muscle cells
(Braun et al, 1995). Indeed, in the abstract to a review cited
by Singh et al (2012), Mertens and Van Gaal (2002) state that
‘it has been demonstrated that the adipocyte itself is able to
produce PAI-1, possibly explaining the high levels found in
obesity’. It follows that use of PAI-1 and VCAM1 as plasma
markers of endothelial dysfunction/perturbation is unsound.
According to Machin and Campbell (1987), a sample size
of 46 brings the 1-beta of 08 to robustly defend a correlation
coefficient of 04 at P < 005. Whilst the sample size of Singh
et al (2012) exceed this by one, the correlation coefficients in
their Fig 1, 036–038, are all less than 04. A sample size of
at least 61 is required to minimize risks of false positive and
negatives (that is, 2P < 005 and 1-beta = 08) in the presence of a correlation coefficient >035 but <04.
I therefore refute the assertion of Singh et al (2012) that
their data supports the hypothesis that there is evidence of
procoagulant state and endothelial dysfunction in obese
children.
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